Abstract: Software portability is gaining importance worldwide as it adds value by increasing the shelf life of a software application. One aspect of portability deals with porting software across multiple operating systems. Amongst the available, Windows and Linux are widely used operating systems. There are various methods for porting a software tool or application developed in Windows to Linux, however, very less has been written about methods to port Linux applications to Windows. Our paper highlights some popular methods for porting a software application written in C from Linux to Windows. The technique emphasized in this paper provides a simple menu driven environment which assists a person completely unaware of Linux to port a C application efficiently to Windows. Our paper explores all aspects of how one can systematically port C application developed on Linux, gain access to C source code on Windows, handle issues related to standard header files, libraries, file translations, compiling, linking, debugging and distribution with the help of a case study. The case study addresses issues related to porting huge C application composed of multiple executable modules with each module involving multiple C files. The paper also highlights the Windows equivalents of Linux command line utilities or tools that may be required for functional verification and debugging.
Introduction
Porting is the process of executing a software in an environment that is different from the one for which it is originally designed. The term environment refers to all the components that interact with the ported software. Environment may include software execution across different operating systems, processors or compilers.
Porting classifies under the umbrella of software requirements engineering or software maintenance. Before porting the software, the overheads required for porting must be assessed. Overheads may typically include time, cost and benefit. Based on these overheads, decision must be taken to either go for porting or rewriting the whole code for the intended platform. Complexities involved in porting depend upon the application which has to be ported. [1] finds that developers often make mistakes while porting code and these errors take about a year to be detected and fixed on average. [2] gives an overall picture of the porting process considerations from a business perspective.
Source code porting is of great significance as it increases the range of environments on which the software can be used in comparison to porting binaries which requires highly similar platforms. The process of porting the source code involves the following steps: 1) Gaining access to source codes on the intended platform 2) Examining make files, header files, and source code for porting issues 3) Compiling and Linking 4) Fixing Linkage issues 5) Debugging 6) Handling Scripts 7) Integration and Distribution of application [3] Large number applications are written in C which is one of the widely used programming languages. Similarly, Linux OS has gained popularity due to open source licensing policy and more control over the OS. Thus, many of the C based applications are developed on Linux. As Linux environment offers command line interface which requires some proficiency, a Windows version of the software may serve as useful feature.
In this paper, we discuss a case study for porting a software tool written in C, originally built on Linux, to Windows environment using Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Express Edition Integrated Development Environment (IDE). This method is attractive because the person need not have background knowledge of Linux. Section 2 mentions the current work and trends in the porting domain. Section 3 elaborates the case study with all the issues/errors that occurred during actual porting of the application and how they are handled. Section 3 also describes the Linux tools or commands used for functional verification of the software along with its Windows equivalents which may serve as prerequisites while porting an application.
Literature Survey
If the cost of porting a program to another OS is more than writing a different version of it for that OS, the program isn't portable [4] . Degree to which software is made portable plays an important role in saving time, money and efforts. Portable software sustains in the market for a longer time but it requires skilled and experienced developers. Current research in the field of porting deals with creating automated software tools to analyze the code for various aspects of porting.
This paragraph reviews the contributions of [1] . It categorizes porting errors related to inconsistent control flow, inconsistent identifier renaming, inconsistent data flow, and code redundancy based on the porting errors and fixes reported by developers. The database comprises of 113 and 182 porting errors retrieved from the version histories of FreeBSD and Linux, respectively. [1] implements REPERTOIRE -a cross platform porting analysis tool which computes the extent of cross-system porting between two patches. Patches here imply that piece of code which developers usually copy to reuse or modify functionality. In a large industrial product line, about 4% of the bugs are duplicated across more than one product or file [5] . REPERTOIRE will aid to understand the time and effort required for porting the code and which part of the code is more prone to porting errors. It also proposes SPA tool to detect semantic porting inconsistencies.
There are various emulators available for applications developed on Linux to be executed on Windows viz., Cygwin, Virtual Machine and various others. Cygwin is a set of open source tools which provides Unix-like environment and assists to port applications from UNIX/Linux to the Windows environment. To use Cygwin, knowledge of Linux is mandatory. [6] is a review article that examines the Cygwin toolkit. The second method is using VMWare (Virtual Machine Software) with which one can operate another OS on a computer with separated desktop, hard drives and everything. [7] mentions the state-of-the-art of virtualization with its benefits and drawbacks.
In this paper, we have ported a Linux based C application to Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Express Edition Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The first two methods have their own advantages but the IDE method opted here offers scope for optimization on Windows which is not possible using other two methods. Some other features of the IDE include simple menu interface which takes less time to understand, easy to use, good Graphical User Interface (GUI) [8] which is explored in the following section.
Case Study
We elaborate the process by porting a C application composed of 1) Frontend -part of compiler comprising of four modules -preprocessor, post-preprocessor, scanner -parser and MXML library. Frontend generates XML file as output. 2) Backend -an application code which uses the XML file generated by frontend. Each module of the application is executed individually and the same process is repeated for each module. Modular approach is systematic and reduces the overall complexity of a huge code set which needs to be ported. This accelerates the process of task completion. Once the Windows counterpart for each Linux executable module is created, the final integration is done using Batch script.
First we obtain the Linux source code on Windows Microsoft Visual C++ IDE. After adding all the C and header files in the project directory of the IDE, the next step is to handle header files and resolve the problems associated with it. Functionality of each module is verified by comparing the output files generated by each module on Windows with its Linux equivalent. The comparison methods are discussed in sub-section 3.5.
Handling Header Files
Standard and user defined header files on Linux and Windows need to be handled properly to avoid porting errors. Errors observed during porting header files and their respective solution is described next.
1) Directory of user defined header files: In VC++ IDE, user defined header files should be inside the current project directory. On Linux, the user defined header files can be in a different directory than the current working directory. Example: On Linux: #include "../user_defined_header.h" is possible Above example shows that the user_defined_header.h is located in the outer directory of the current working directory. The Windows IDE does not support such folder structures. The source code must be analyzed for such header file paths during porting.
2) Difference between user defined and standard header files: User defined header files #include"user_header.h" and standard header files & #include<stdio.h> are strictly represented differently. The double inverted commas and angular brackets of the respective header files should be taken care of. 3) Linux standard files: Standard Linux header files like unistd.h cannot be used on Windows platform directly. The source code should be analyzed for Linux based functions. Equivalent windows function should be found or separate code should be written to replicate the functionality. 4) Similar header files on Linux and Windows: Care must be taken while using header file equivalents e.g. sys/time.h on Linux and time.h in Windows -all functionalities are not exactly same, the function definitions may be different. 5) Application specific issue: The code demands to parse the header files. The header files definitions and keywords on Linux and Windows are different which results in parsing error during execution. There are two different approaches to avoid such errors, the first is to handle the keywords internally in the code and second is to handle the keywords externally. Elaborating more on the second approach, example, __int64 in stdio.h header file (Windows) is equivalent to long long datatype. Hence, the files which need stdio.h the keyword __int64 is replaced by long long. Note that the changes are not made in the standard header files, it is handled when the keywords are used in the application. There are various ways to replace the keywords which are mentioned in subsection 3.4.
Problems Associated with Compiling and Linking
Depending on the degree of portability of the source code, the count of compiling and linking errors will vary. List of compiler errors in the IDE are mentioned in [9] . Following mentioned are some typical errors. All the solutions are highlighted and the best out of them is used for implementation. Replacing it with '#pragma message' solves the problem. This issue is common with applications using preprocessors. 4) Space between path names: Issues arise due to space in between path names causing linking errors.
Debugging
Logical errors are difficult to diagnose. The developer or programmer needs to consider the following points to avoid such scenarios.
1) Line endings of files: Line endings i.e. moving to the next line of the code is an important factor to be considered. Line Feed (LF) denoted by \n and Carriage Return (CR) denoted by \r are the two characters associated with line endings. On Linux, next line uses the character LF while on Windows next line is denoted by the character sequence (CR-LF). There are various methods to handle line endings. Convert or translate the text files from Linux to Windows by using unix2dos command and dos2unix command for vice versa situation. 2) File pointers and line endings: Line Endings create problem while reading files and dealing with file pointers. fseek command uses file pointers which results in wrong functionality as it counts two characters for every line ending instead of one. Solution is to open files in binary mode whenever file pointers are used. Example: FILE * fopen ( const char * filename, const char * mode ); The mode 'r' i.e. read mode indicates translated mode. It will translate the line endings according to the current platform. So, file pointers will point to incorrect location if a Linux file is opened in Windows. If the file is opened in 'b' mode i.e. binary mode it is a non-translated mode. It does not suppress the line endings according to the environment hence giving correct results. There are various other modes in which file can be opened. Every mode can be appended with 'b' which ensures that file is opened in non-translated mode.
Example: fopen ("filename", "rb" ); 3) Tools to trace issues: At the time of development, the programmer should ensure that memory leaks do not occur in the code. There are tools available to detect memory leakage. Valgrind -A Memory leakage detection tool, available for Linux and Windows. The Windows VC++ IDE has its own debugger which traces the point of memory leakage. Following the call stack, the exact cause of leakage can be identified and resolved. 'gdb' and 'ddd' are some commonly used debuggers on Linux Platform.
Other Issues
There are some additional issues which may occur and cannot be categorized in the above subsections. 1) Using variables as keywords: During debugging, value of the variable is displayed when the cursor is placed on variable. If keywords are used as variables the values cannot be observed but the logic is not affected. 2) Handling keywords of Windows standard header files: There is a requirement in the application to search and replace certain words in some files as mentioned in sub-section 3.1 point 5). To handle replacement, a batch script is written. Complete description about batch files and how it is used, including the syntax and errors can be found in [11] . A problem is observed in handling special characters in the files when implemented using batch scripts. <. >, & etc., all are special characters which are prominently used in C. As the whole file is searched for the particular key word, when the script comes across the special characters it produces garbage value. Code for handling special characters in the script must be added. Escape sequence '^' is used to handle special characters in batch script. This increases execution time of the script. Alternative method is to write a C code for replacing words in a file. Replace using batch commands may even cause logical errors i.e. compiling successfully but ending up in wrong functionality. Hence, writing a C code is much efficient in such situation.
Testing and Verification
As the application is executed module by module, the output files generated for each module are compared with its Linux counterpart. The corresponding files must be identical, except for some Windows specific keywords which may differ as the header file definitions are different. For comparison of two files, Linux uses "meld" command (other options available). The alternative file comparison tool on Windows can be the Compare Plugin in Notepad++.
Integration
After each executable module is verified for its correct functionality the next step is to integrate them. The integration and execution of these modules in a specific order leads to the successful porting of the overall software tool. There are several methods to integrate the modules.
1) The first method is to write a C code and use the system function 'system()' to execute each module. There are some security concerns related to using system() function hence it should be avoided. Moreover, it can accept only fixed command line arguments as its value cannot be updated. 2) The second method is to use Batch scripts described in subsection 3.4. Batch file (.bat) is executed on the command prompt using 'run' command. It is easy to integrate using this method.
Distribution
Once the Linux developed tool is working on the Windows system, we need to ensure that it works on all other Windows systems apart from the system on which it is actually developed. The pre-requisites in order to make the tool work on other machines, the system should have Redistributable VC++ library packages already installed. Moreover, the modules must be compiled in release mode of the IDE instead of debug mode.
Conclusion
The paper discusses the necessary points to be considered while porting a software application consisting of multiple C files from Linux to Windows. We mention the problems at various stages of porting and present the different methods to solve them and which solution is perfect for the problem. The paper covers some techniques to check the functionality of the software tool after porting. The paper highlights the porting process for a particular application. Depending on the application to be ported, complexities may be different and other problems may also be observed apart from those which are discussed. At the time of application development itself, the developer should consider all the aspects to make the application platform independent. It is observed that, if the application is modular, less time is required to port the same.
